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Introduction

           Context of CELAC 1 - EU cooperation

1  Community of Latin American and Caribbean States 

International cooperation plays an important role in solving major global challen-
ges. In this respect, the European Union (EU) Framework Programs emphasize 
international cooperation, while enhancing international partnerships and foste-
ring strategic cooperation in science, technology and innovation (STI) with third 
countries. 

The Latin American and Caribbean region (LAC) has a long history of cooperation 
in STI with the European Union, both bilaterally and bi-regionally, where the re-
levant institutions involved in STI have played a relevant role. Cooperation has 
included exchange and joint activities between LAC research groups with Europe, 
as well as a growing political dialogue on priorities, agendas and instruments. 

Different initiatives have been implemented in the Latin American region aiming 
at fostering coordination and increasing partnerships with Europe. In this regard, 
Liaison Offices have been set up in several countries, some of which have even re-
ceived partial funding from the European Union through its Research and Innova-
tion Framework Program. Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico have been pioneers 
in the establishment of these networking platforms with the European Union.

Liaison Offices act as catalysts for scientific and technological cooperation pro-
cesses between a country and the EU by strengthening bi-regional cooperation 
while seeking to promote the inclusion of several actors in joint research, develo-
pment and innovation projects.

In the cooperation process, the 2010 Summit of Heads of State and Government 
of Madrid marks an important milestone in the establishment of a Joint Initiative 
for Research and Innovation (JIRI) in order to increase the benefits of scientific 
cooperation between both regions. 

In turn, policy suggestions arising from the JIRI are implemented by the repre-
sentatives of the countries of both regions in the context of the EU-CELAC Se-
nior Officials Meetings. These meetings update common priorities, promote mu-
tual learning and monitor the implementation and adequate effectiveness of the 
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instruments of cooperation through biennial action plans. In this sense, working 
groups have been created that respond to the priorities established in Energy, In-
formation and Communications Technology, Bioeconomy, Biodiversity & Climate 
Change and Health. Cross-cutting working groups on mobility and funding have 
also been created. In the framework of these meetings, the analysis and discus-
sion of future bi-regional cooperation scenarios have been promoted, providing a 
basis for a joint strategic vision in the medium term.

In this regard, CELAC-EU cooperation has fulfilled two main functions. On the one 
hand, to strengthen the political dialogue where Latin America and the Caribbean 
have a collective team to articulate and propose the inclusion of their priorities 
for cooperation in science and technology. On the other hand, to offer experience 
of concrete actions in projects of cooperation of areas of common interest that 
allow the interaction of different levels and types of actors, such as the recent 
experience of the ALCUE NET project, ERANet-LAC, and diversity of projects in 
thematic areas as well as the BILAT projects that gave rise to the first Liaison 
Offices in Latin America.

The Liaison Offices

The Liaison Offices seek to integrate European cooperation in STI into the overall 
framework of scientific and technological cooperation in the country. In this way, 
they intend to strengthen the link with bilateral cooperation actions and improve 
the positioning of activities in the broader context of the political objectives of 
cooperation. In this sense they aim at:

 � Establishing a platform to enhance and expand cooperation activities 
with the European Union.

 � Generating better communication with researchers and institutions 
from public and private sectors.

 � Facilitating access to European scientific networks of international re-
nown and to research infrastructures, as well as to high-level training.

 � Fostering the international funding base for research and innovation to 
include companies in cooperation activities and to promote their inter-
nationalization.

�	�	
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General fields of action of the Liaison Offices

 � Analysis of the main results of the cooperation between the country and the 
European Union.

 � Assessment of the current situation and prospects for STI cooperation be-
tween the country and the EU.

 � Proposition of guidelines for the development of strategies in order to increase 
the effectiveness and sustainability of the cooperation, considering the sustai-
nability of the Offices.

 � Coordination of joint actions at the bi-regional level to develop bi-regional coo-
peration in STI, especially in the framework of the EU-CELAC STI Senior Offi-
cials Meetings (SOM).

 � Collaboration in updating roadmaps for the joint definition of cooperation prio-
rities.

 � Increased visibility of R&D country entities in Europe and vice versa, with the 
aim of creating strategic partnerships and consortia in fields of scientific and 
technological relevance;

 � Coordination of activities with other Liaison Offices and platforms of Latin 
American and Caribbean countries and European cooperation units, to ex-
change knowledge and good practices.

Importance of focusing: To achieve a better positioning of the Office, it is neces-
sary to focus on priority areas. In this sense, the areas in which the Office will have 
more scope of action (according to the STI plans of the country and the mutual 
cooperation interest with Europe) should be defined.

The Offices set up information and advice platforms aimed at improving and ex-
panding cooperation activities with the EU both at EU level and with its member 
countries in the area of STI. The objective is to help researchers, research groups 
and SMEs to take better advantage of programs and instruments, as well as to 
lay the foundations for a better coordination and interaction with other offices in 
Latin American and Caribbean countries. 

The Offices aim at establishing permanent support capacity to assist researchers, 
research groups, R&D managers and SMEs interested in all matters relating to 
cooperation with the EU, in particular with the identification of opportunities and 
the preparation of proposals for access to community funding under the H2020 
Program.

�	�	
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Office Structure

Network of National Contact Points

Liaison Offices are usually established within the international relations directora-
tes of ministries, councils or departments responsible for the management of STI, 
in particular, multilateral relations with the European Union. 

A possible Office structure would be:

National Contact Points (NCPs) play a crucial role in the H2020 Program as the-
matic information supplier while assisting potential applicants of new projects 
and beneficiaries in on-going projects. They are appointed for each of the thema-
tic areas of the H2020 Program as well as for the cross-cutting areas of Legal and 
Financial Affairs, SMEs, Marie Sklodowska Curie, etc…

They are professionals responsible for offering advice and information to all those 
interested in participating in H2020 research and innovation projects. They are 
usually outstanding researchers, recognized as experts and innovative leaders in 
the specific area. 

The NCPs are officially designated by the country through the main competent 
body in STI and recognized by the European Commission by means of official 
appointment. In this sense, the Offices, depending on their position in the Natio-
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nal STI system, may appoint them directly or collaborate with the competent body 
in the proposal of candidates.

NCPs may deal with more than one thematic area of H2020 according to their 
competence, provided they are authorized by the responsible institution. In turn, 
the institution will determine the areas of interest to appoint NCP according to the 
priorities of the country.
 
The NCP meets periodically and works in coordination with the Office to ensure 
the advice and guidance of the thematic demands that may arise.

 � Know national capacities and collect national interests. 

 � Identify those issues that are most open to third countries.

 � Analyse the calls and disseminate opportunities in the area.

 � Encourage and guide the participation of the R&D community.

 � Detect potential participants.

 � Assist in the search of potential partners in Europe and Latin America 
and the Caribbean.

 � Participate in the international networks of NCP. 

 � Participate in information days and training activities regarding the 
area of expertise.

 � Promote national capacities at strategic events in Europe.

 � Advise on the choice of thematic fields and types of action of H2020.

Competencies of National Contact Points
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Benefits of NCPs

NCP nomination process

Some advantages can be identified for the NCPs on the occasion of their appointment 
such as:

Each country is responsible for selecting the persons and/or host organizations 
for their own NCP system, as well as for configuring it in accordance with na-
tional requirements. The National Contact Point is appointed by the main com-
petent body for science, research and technological development. The nominee 
may come from different types of organizations such as: ministries, universities, 
research centres, special agencies and private companies.

In order to ensure system consistency, it is necessary to establish a coordination 
mechanism in each country to maintain its overall operational coherence. There-
fore, a NCP coordinator should be appointed in each country to coordinate NCP 
activities within the horizontal and cross-cutting actions of H2020. In addition, 
the NCP coordinator should provide policy advice to the Commission services on 
general issues of development and improvement of the NCP system.

The appointment of individual NCP contacts is communicated to the Directora-
te-General for Research & Innovation of the European Commission by e-mail (for-
mal letter) through the relevant ministry (or by the organization duly appointed by 
the relevant ministry, such as a permanent representation in the EU). In the case 
of countries with federal government structure, all nominations must be coor-
dinated and sent by federal authorities. For practical management reasons, the 
proposals are structured according to the thematic and horizontal priorities of the 
H2020 Program.

 � Opportunity of being part of the international NCP networks where all the regions 
including Asia, Africa and Oceania are represented.

 � First-hand knowledge of the research carried out in Europe and the key actors in 
each one of the thematic areas.

 � Possibility of attending European events as member of NCP networks.
 � Learn first about the topics that will be funded in future calls.

*

Some points to be considered for the nomination of NCPs

 � It is necessary to consider the scope of the function that NCPs can effectively fulfil. 
As it is an additional and ad-honorem position to be filled by renowned researchers 
in their fields, greater support is required to ensure daily contact with the EU for the 
purpose of making cooperation instruments available, as needed. 

 � It is required that they are familiar with capabilities at the national level in their area 
of expertise: main research lines, institutions and groups working on these issues.

 � It is also important that they know who are the main leaders of the relevant area in 
Europe, in order to collaborate offering advice for partner searching.

 � Training should be provided for nominated NCPs so that they gain general knowle-
dge about the H2020 participation process.

 � It should be taken into account that a NCP should be able to cover its area of exper-
tise in a crosscutting way with other areas of knowledge since many calls usually 
cover more than one area of knowledge.  

It is recommended that the Office jointly with the NCP review the working Programs of 
the biannual calls to identify cooperation opportunities for national groups.

Once the NCP has been designated, the Commission Services recognize them as 
the preferred contact points for the provision of information, advice and/or assis-
tance in RTD Programs during H2020. If the appointed persons change, the same 
procedure will apply as the previous one. With respect to minor changes such as 
title, address, telephone number, e-mail, etc., they can be communicated by the 
NCP coordinator directly to the unit of the Commission Services in charge of the 
NCP database. 

E-mail for nominations: RTD-NCP-NOMINATIONS@ec.europa.eu
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H2020 program area structure for the nomination of NCPs  
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Strengthening capacities of the NCP network

Financing for NCP mobility

Network of Institutional Focal Points

With the objective of strengthening the capacities of the NCPs, the Office will im-
plement specific training actions on different topics: Intellectual Property, Call 
Search, proposal submission etc.

On the other hand, it is important for NCPs to establish a real connection with 
the thematic network of NCPs and a joint working plan, as well as to share good 
practices.

It is expected that the Office will, to the extent possible, provide funding for the 
mobility of their NCPs to Europe in order to facilitate their participation in the 
launching of information rounds in Brussels, as well as in joint alliance-forging 
activities and the establishment of permanent bridges.

It is recommended to build a National Focal Points Network with the aim of faci-
litating the flow of information to promote the participation of researchers and 
technologists from several institutions and entities throughout the country in the 
activities offered by the Program H2020.

The members of this network are generally related to research and management 
structures and receive constant training to be replicated locally. It is usually made 
up of the S&T Secretariats and the main R&D institutions of each of the provinces 
/ municipalities / communities / departments of the country.

They serve as reinforcement to the NCPs and the Liaison Office to improve the 
dissemination of information with national coverage focused on each area. In this 
sense, the Focal Points reach the research community in their localities to inform 
and raise awareness about H2020 funding opportunities and to advise potential 
applicants on the submission of proposals.

�	�	
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 � Know the main lines of research and research groups of their institution

 � Analyse the calls and disseminate the opportunities among the institu-
tions’ research groups 

 � Encourage and guide the participation of the research groups 

 � Distribute specific information and documentation on H2020

 � Assist in the search for potential partners in Europe, Latin America and 
the Caribbean

 � Participate in the training activities

 � Develop general information activities and specific training actions

 � Monitor institutional participation and analyse the results of calls for 
proposals

 � Advise on administrative procedures and contractual issues

 � Distribution of materials (forms, guides, manuals, etc.)

Competencies of Institutional Focal Points

The Focal Points are appointed by the Liaison Offices with the support of the com-
petent STI Institution. It is suggested to submit formal nominations from the ins-
titutions that participate in Network and the Liaison Offices (through resolutions). 

The network should be supported through online training from the Liaison Office, 
thus establishing strategies to disseminate specific information on opportunities 
for cooperation among stakeholders in each locality, monitoring of network ac-
tivities and an exclusive channel to offer customized assistance to the network.

The network must identify the potential capacities of local institutions.

Training to the Institutional Focal Point network

The Role of Liaison Offices and the Horizon 2020 Program 

The Office will provide training workshops on H2020 targeting administrative and 
management staff of the network that works, for example, in the international 
relations offices of the main STI institutions in the country. The aim is to improve 
their capabilities until they can independently provide top-level information and 
support on H2020to scientists at their own institution.

The training of Focal Points also involves the development of strategies and im-
plementation plans for support activities to ensure network consolidation and co-
verage at national level.

The EU redefined its STI cooperation strategy, highlighting that the current glo-
bal challenges are driving research and innovation. Precisely, because of the in-
terrelatedness of sustainable development issues, the EU must strengthen the 
dialogue with international partners in order to build a critical mass capable of 
addressing these challenges.

In Horizon 2020, there are two principles guiding the current phase of EU coopera-
tion on STI: openness and targeted actions. Openness means that EU instruments 
and Programs are open to a wide range of partners. At the same time, openness 
is combined with targeted activities focused primarily on European needs, but 
developed on the basis of common interests and mutual benefits, partnership 
and synergy.

The activities carried out by the Offices encompass a variety of action lines to 
expand scientific links and to encourage the country’s participation in European 
initiatives, particularly in the H2020 Program, as well as improving project mana-
gement capacity, generating synergies in Latin America and the Caribbean and 
promote the participation of SMEs. In this sense, the process of participation in 
European Programs leaves researchers and institutions with a series of contacts 
and knowledge that are intangible benefits.

�	�	
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Main activities of a Liaison Office

Implementation of dissemination and training activities
The Office will hold different information dissemination days and training courses 
aimed at targeting groups such as researchers, entrepreneurs, R&D managers, 
liaison units, etc., ranging from the search for a call to the management of a pro-
ject.

Activities may be offered as separate activities or as parts of other events. As 
much as possible, meetings are expected to be planned in parallel with other lar-
ger events organized in the country to ensure broad coverage of disciplines and 
profiles while optimizing resources.

The participation of the National Contact Points is recommended to address the 
issue of thematic areas and Institutional Focal Points for the dissemination of in-
formation and key issues involved in project management.

H2020 Information Days

Most of the H2020 thematic calls are launched every two years. The Office must 
be careful to provide visibility to the topics that will receive financing among the 
R&D communities of the country and to alert on the opportunities existing within 
H2020.

During the Information Days, it is expected to have the thematic NCPs presenting 
the lines to be financed during the next 2 years in the area among the different 
target groups, as well as to identify the strengths of the country and the R+D 
groups to motivate their participation in the submission of proposals. The presen-
tation of the NCP may be accompanied by a successful case of some participant 
in H2020 projects.

It is advisable for the Offices to identify and establish contact with those national 
researchers who have participated in projects to share their experience as suc-
cessful cases in these events. 

�	�	
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Info Days should have a maximum duration of one day. The inauguration should 
include an institutional presentation providing visibility on activities carried out by 
the Office, as well as a delivery of the EU STI cooperation guidelines. The advised 
number of attendees is of 50 to 100 people.

Likewise, it is expected to provide information on partner searching for those in-
terested in building a consortium to apply for a call.

Participants: Governing Bodies; Delegation of the European Union; Universities; 
Business chambers; R&D companies; R&D institutions; Civil society organizations; 
R&D project management offices; etc…

Trainings and preparation of materials

Training courses will have a maximum duration of two days. The activities usually 
have a theoretical/dynamic first part focusing on all stages of the participation 
process from the generation of the idea to the presentation and evaluation, en-
ding with the management and monitoring of a project within the H2020 Pro-
gram. The second part of the course may include a practical exercise to evaluate 
the knowledge acquired, where participants prepare a draft proposal in groups, 
according to the areas of interest identified prior to the event.

During the bi-regional ALCUE NET project, Power Point presentations have been 
developed that may be adapted to the needs of each Office and target group.

It is recommended to work with groups of no more than 50 people in the trainings.

Participants: Universities; R&D companies; R&D institutes; Civil society organiza-
tions; R&D project management offices; etc…
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 � General presentation of the H2020 Program: Objectives, budget, struc-
ture and main features.

 � Participation process: from the search of the call to the presentation 
and evaluation.

 � Strategies for partner search and consortia building.

 � Strategies for budgeting.

 � Rules of intellectual property and gender issues.

 � Project management: from the grant agreement to the execution of the 
activities and presentation of technical and financial reports.

 � Marie Skłodowska Curie Actions.

 � Success stories in Latin America and the Caribbean: examples of re-
search, innovation, support and coordination projects.

Virtual activities

In order to optimize resources and generate a greater nationwide outreach, the 
Office will organize Information Days and training courses through videoconfe-
rence.

The participation of representatives from thematic Directorate-Generals of the 
European Commission may be organized in advance, as well as the intervention of 
scientists from other countries in Latin America and the Caribbean by submitting 
successful examples of collaboration in international projects.

The use of RED CLARA (Latin American Cooperation of Advanced Networks) is 
recommended for videoconferences.

�	�	
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Launching of calls for consortia-building 

Face-to-face and online support

To the extent possible, it is advised that the Offices implement calls for the fi-
nancing of mobility expenses (ticket + per diems) to facilitate contacts between 
potential partners in H2020 consortia.

The criteria that may be established for the award of the fellowships are the fo-
llowing: A) Quality of the proposal; B) Relationship of the proposal with the speci-
fied priorities of the H2020 call at the time of the scholarship-call; C) Background 
of the candidate and of the group of researchers in charge, as well as of the Eu-
ropean researcher and the group to interact with; D) Contribution to the deve-
lopment of knowledge in the selected thematic area; and e) Contribution to the 
development of knowledge related to the local environment.

The Office will establish a Helpdesk to solve matters related to the participation 
in the H2020 Program that operates continuously via mail, telephone and short 
face-to-face meetings with interested parties.

The response time of the queries sent by mail should not exceed 3 working days.

It is important to have printed dissemination material at the time of the informa-
tion meetings.

Database development 

The Office will structure and implement a database information system. The avai-
lability of the database will allow stakeholders in European, Latin American and 
Caribbean countries to identify potential partners to prepare and submit project 
proposals in response to the calls for H2020.

�	�	
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 � Institutions and companies.

 � Management offices within institutions (International Relations Offices)

 � Existing networks at national level. Take into account the federalization 
to cover the whole national territory establishing strategic areas in cer-
tain regions of the country.

 � Principal Researchers / Research Group Officers.

 � Researchers who participated in projects funded by the Framework 
Program.

 � Researchers who submitted proposals in the Framework Program but 
have not been selected.

 � Principal researchers in strategic projects at national level (bilateral, 
bi-regional, etc.).

 � National Contact Points.

Databases may be designed according to the thematic areas 
identified as priorities, including the following actors:

It is suggested to design templates for the collection of information for the data-
base. This can be through an online form or via email. 

The template should include:
 

 � Full name
 � Institution/s of origin 
 � Type of institution
 � Contact email
 � General thematic area
 � Research lines 
 � Experience in projects of the EU Framework Programs (yes/no. Which ones?)

The steps needed to develop the system should include:

 � Analysis and definition of the information to be stored in the database
 � Analysis and specification of the online form for data entry
 � Analysis and specification of the on-line system for the data update

*

*

It is suggested to work on a methodology to identify experts in a wide range of 
R&D thematic fields (from universities, research centres, and public and private 
sectors) in the Country, Europe, and Latin America and the Caribbean.

Development and strengthening of the website

The website is a strategic tool for communication, exchange and dissemination 
of Liaison Offices as it provides an effective platform to disseminate relevant in-
formation and results of the actions carried out to target groups and the general 
public. In this regard, it serves as a support instrument for all the activities of the 
Office.

On the other hand, the establishment of a web site increases the awareness of 
added value by STI cooperation with Europe and Latin American and Caribbean 
countries while improving the country’s STI information process with these re-
gions.

The site should be updated periodically.

If a website is already operating in the country, it is proposed to update its archi-
tecture to adapt it to the new requirements of the Office. 

 � Homepage: latest news, current activities, seminars and events, results 
of STI cooperation.

 � General and specific information on the Liaison Office.

 � Objectives and main results.

 � Contact us: contact information of the Office.

 � Links to the websites of other countries with liaison offices.

 � Links to Horizon 2020 and CORDIS sites.

 � Registration page to find potential partners: the visitor will be able to 
provide information on his/her research topic and type of institution.

The website may include:

�	�	
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Services

Information on existing partnerships:

 � A collaborative inventory with links to information on several on-going re-
search actions.

 � Projects with national participation.
 � Statistics on the country’s collaboration in STI under the Framework Program.
 � Basic information on the country’s STI system, including the business sector, 

indicators and other relevant information on scientific organisations, institu-
tions and associations.

Partner Search:

 � Database, especially designed to identify potential partners.
 � Link to Latin American and Caribbean data bases. 
 � Link to CORDIS website.
 � Registration form for finding partners.

Project Search:

 � Link to CORDIS projects website.
 � Link to national projects.

Financing services:

 � Information and links to national funding sources.
 � Information and link to the H2020 Program.
 � Link to open calls of H2020.

Resource Centre:

 � Broadcast bulletins.
 � General presentations: Institutional Liaison Office, Information Days and trai-

ning courses.
 � European, national & LAC publications.
 � Frequent questions.
 � Links.

Online helpdesk

E-Newsletter

Establishment of an Observatory for cooperation in STI

Promoting the participation of SMEs in H2020

It is necessary to develop a Helpdesk system to keep people informed. Its com-
bination of online features with classroom attendance is essential to effectively 
communicate and spread the news of the project.

It is proposed that the Offices design and distribute an e-Newsletter monthly or 
bimonthly, preferably in Spanish and English to reach a wide national and interna-
tional audience with the aim of disseminating and promoting national capacities, 
opportunities for domestic funding and other key issues related to STI coopera-
tion with the EU.

The creation of an observatory on STI cooperation with Europe for enhanced 
knowledge and to collect data from the country’s participation in EU framework 
Programs and other European STI related activities is recommended.

The observatory may contain reports with assessments and monitoring of quan-
titative and qualitative data on the results of the country’s participation in EU 
Framework Programs and other reports as it deems relevant. It may also include 
case studies of collaborations showing the mutual benefits associated with coo-
peration.

The generated reports and systematization of data will identify strengths and 
weaknesses of national cooperation mechanisms contributing to a greater visibi-
lity of results and achievements.

All reports produced by the Observatory should be published promptly on the 
website of the Office.

The Office should provide tools to promote participation of national technolo-
gy-based and / or innovative SMES in the H2020 Program, collaborating also to 
improve participation in consortia and/or European technology platforms.

�	�	
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It is suggested to conduct information workshops, special trainings, matchmaking 
events and technical assistance services aimed at providing information on fun-
ding opportunities for SMEs, clusters and the private sector. Its objectives are to 
increase awareness of entrepreneurs about existing funding opportunities.

Moreover, the Office will encourage the participation of local entrepreneurs in 
some European Technology Platforms. Participation is recommended in works-
hops and joint activities with other Latin American platforms or other information 
services to share knowledge and best practices.

Preparation of office materials

It is recommended to design the following materials:

 � Informative Brochure / Flyer on activities of the Office
 � Brochure / Flyer with information on H2020
 � Institutional power point presentation format Office
 � Guidelines for the participation in the H2020 Program in Spanish according to 

the demands of the R&D community.

The materials that were already produced by the ALCUE NET project as well as by 
the already established Liaison Offices in Latin America may be used.  

�	�	

Useful links

Participant Portal http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal

European Commission Portal http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/

CORDIS http://cordis.europa.eu

Helpdesk H2020 http://ec.europa.eu/research/enquiries  

Helpdesk Intelectual Property https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/ 

NCP Search http://bit.ly/H2020NCP

European network support to SMEs EEN http://een.ec.europa.eu/

EU Liaison Offices IGLO http://www.iglortd.org/ 

ALCUE NET Project http://alcuenet.eu/ 

Liaison Offices in Latin America

ABEST - Argentina http://abest.mincyt.gob.ar/ 

CEST+I - Chile http://www.sti-cooperation.cl/ 

UEMEXCYT - México http://www.conacyt.gob.mx/ 

MEC-CUBIST - Uruguay http://www.mec.cubist.gub.uy/

European Networks of National Contact Points

Bio: Bio Horizon http://www.ncp-biohorizon.net/ 

Space: Cosmos Space http://ncp-space.net/ 

Transport: Etna 2020 http://www.transport-ncps.net/ 

Social Sciences: Sis.net http://www.sisnetwork.eu/

Energy: C-Energy 2020 http://www.c-energy2020.eu/ 

Infrastructures: RICH 2020 http://www.rich2020.eu/

Climate Change, environment: CaRE http://www.ncps-care.eu/

ICT: Ideal-Ist http://ideal-ist.eu/

Nanotechnologies: NMP team http://www.nmpteam.com/ 

Health: Fit for Health http://www.fitforhealth.eu/ 

Inclusive Societies: Net4Society http://www.net4society.eu/ 

Security: SEREN http://www.seren-project.eu/

Marie Sklodowska-Curie: Net4Mobility http://www.net4mobility.eu/ 

NCP Academy http://www.ncpacademy.eu/ 

�	�	
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